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I started the QOVF in November of 2003 as the
result of my son, Nathanael being deployed to Iraq
for one year as an MP gunner. My way to deal
with being constantly '10 seconds from panic' was
to sew. This sewing that calmed me, grew into
quilts to calm and cover others.
Almost 30,000 QOVs and 7 years later, it is time
for change. Understandably, changes can be difficult and anxiety producing. Fortunately, I am here
to say that our changes are bringing with them new Nat and McCurley, Iraq
and revitalized energies and visions that will help us
to hone in our Mission Statement of covering all those warriors and veterans
who have been touched by war.
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which hopefully will help everyone get the Mission and get it done! I'll let
Catherine do the honors of telling you the details.
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You may ask what am I going to do now. I will continue as Executive Director
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accessible to you via email/phone. If you have a problem, we are here to listen
and help. All of us at the National Level are here for you. It is not about any
one person or personality. It's about those who have been touched by war and
our Mission to cover them with our healing and comforting Quilts of Valor.
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Statistics
These are the latest statistics as of
05/01/2010. It is difficult to get an
accurate wounded number as it is for
quilts awarded.
Total QOVs awarded 25,665
*Iraq/killed (US) 4,394
*Afghanistan/killed (US) 1,054
*Wounded Many
icasualties.org
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CATHERINE SNYDER
Director, Quilts of Valor Foundation

Hello! I am excited and honored to able to work
with the wonderful volunteers here at the Quilts of
Valor Foundation. I have the greatest respect for
Catherine Roberts and the vision she had when
starting this Foundation. Each day, I will do my best
to further our mission. The need to cover our men
and women that serve, and have served, in the front
lines against terror grows more and more as the
conflicts continue on.
I know that each of us volunteer for our own personal reasons, whether it's for our brothers who
served in Vietnam, our fathers who marched in
WWII or our sisters serving in Afghanistan. No
matter your reason, we are proud to have you quilting beside us. We respect your wishes and will make
sure your quilts are awarded to whom and where
you would like if possible. Ellen, as Deputy Director
and destination coordinator, has made this one of
her priorities.
We aim to cover all the men and women serving
down range out of respect and gratitude for their
service and sacrifices. It is our goal to bring quilters
and more together to comfort and heal. This foundation is not about any individual but about the
many, many volunteers that work very hard to make
quilts, and the service members who need and deserve quilts. We are a Nation at war. This is the time
for us to show our dedication to those that sacrifice
and serve.
It is my hope that we can continue to build on the
great strides so many have already made. I have
been so impressed with everyone I have met so far,
and I am looking forward to meeting as many volunteers as possible.
Catherine S

C. Snyder and HD Wilbanks for Legacy

Bob Purcell from Superior and C. Snyder
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NOTES FROM DOWNRANGE
From: Karen Fredrickson
Thank you Quilts of Valor for your all-inclusive
mission statement:
The mission of the QOV Foundation is to cover ALL those
service members and veterans touched by war with Wartime
Quilts called Quilts of Valor (QOVs). This Foundation is not about politics. It is about people.
American servicemen and women continue to
serve in harm’s way, particularly those who are
preparing for a major offensive against the Taliban
in Marjah, Afghanistan (editor note: this offensive began Feb. 13, 2010). We have been warned by the
Department of Defense that the American casualty count will be high. News analysts are comparing the up-coming battle to Operation Phantom
Fury, the fight for Fallujah, Iraq, both in its predicted intensity and its importance.
Those military families whose sons and daughters,
husbands and brothers, currently serve in Afghanistan are undoubtedly more anxious than usual, if
that is possible. They have sleepless nights, they
keep their cell phone with them at all times, they
pray that “the car” does not appear in their driveway, that uniformed Marines or Soldiers do not
knock on their door. We pray that their family
member returns to them safe and sound.
And yet we know, that even if their military family
member does return to them safely, does survive
this deployment, does survive a physical injury, it is
unlikely that their military family member will
ever be the same again. The man or woman
who deployed to a combat zone will return
to their family as a different human being.
We who are part of the large extended military
family in this country are all too familiar with the
acronyms PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
and TBI (Traumatic Brain Injury). Astoundingly I
still find that many Americans have no idea what
those abbreviations mean. Furthermore, when I
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give them the definition of PTSD and TBI, people
still do not seem to grasp the
seriousness of these conditions.
They do not grasp the fact
that most American military
men and women return from
combat zones forever changed
by these conditions.
Karen Fredrickson
Any of us can experience Post
Traumatic Stress and/or Traumatic Brain Injury.
Laura Guardon initiated a Facebook group,
“Loved Ones of Combat Veterans (PTSD and TBI
Support)”. She has posted this definition of PTSD:
PTSD is a condition that develops after someone
has experienced a life threatening situation, such
as combat. In PTSD, the event will have involved
actual or threatened death or serious injury and
cause an emotional reaction involving intense fear,
hopelessness, or horror.

Laura explains TBI this way: If the head is hit or
violently shaken (such as from a blast or explosion), a “concussion” or “closed head injury” can
result. A concussion in and of itself is seldom life
threatening, so doctors often use the term “mild”
when the person is only dazed or confused or loses
consciousness for a short time. However, concussion can result in serious symptoms.
These conditions are not visible. They often occur
together. There may be no open wounds, no amputations. Nonetheless these conditions are very
real and they can devastate lives, both the life of
the military man or woman and the lives of their
families as well.
PTSD can cause anxiety, nightmares, sleeplessness,
hyper-vigilance, inability to concentrate, short
term memory loss, violent outbursts, excessive alcohol consumption, which in turn can cause job
loss, arrests and jail time, inability to do college
work, homelessness. All of these, so common
among returning veterans, are reactions to the
horrors they experienced which are now memories
that will not stop playing over and over in their
minds. TBI symptoms can include blurred vision,
ringing in the ears, headaches, fatigue, dizziness,
sensitivity to sound and light, confusion, impulsive
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behavior, disorganization, difficulty making decisions, as well as all of the symptoms of PTSD that
are mentioned above. Additionally, many who suffer
physical injuries that require a long rehabilitation
process also suffer from PTSD and/or TBI thus
making their recovery even more challenging.
Thousands of American servicemen and women
and veterans from current and past conflicts suffer
from PTSD and/or TBI. Thousands struggle daily
with the life altering challenges these conditions
present. They struggle to find something, anything,
that will reduce or eliminate these challenges. Unfortunately they often turn to alcohol, drugs, or suicide to eliminate the pain.
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gating the US Veterans Administration can be
daunting, finding a doctor or counselor who can
relate to combat experiences may be unlikely. Dealing with a court system, law enforcement, professors, employers, friends and family who do not understand PTSD/TBI can negatively alter one’s life
forever.
I hope that Laura Guardon and others will help us
explore PTSD/TBI in future columns. I also hope
to include input from military spouses who endure
repeated deployments and then attempt to adjust to
the return of their spouse, as well as input from
parents and spouses who are baffled and frustrated,
and perhaps threatened, by their loved one’s behavior.

Yet, finding help for PTSD and TBI can be difficult.
Active duty military are unlikely to seek help. Navi-

LAMIA AFGHAN FOUNDATION
By Jan Bradley
February 9, 2010
Since our last update in the November issue of the
QOV newsletter, The Lamia Afghan Foundation
has provided humanitarian assistance to refugees
distributed nutrition to families in Bamiyan villagers
in five provinces of Afghanistan-- Nangarhar,
Panjshir Valley, Bamiyan, Khost and Paktika, as
well as to areas surrounding the capital city of Kabul. This aid consisted of winter relief: blankets,
boots and socks, winter coats and clothing, medical
supplies and school supplies. Denton USAID has
airlifted over 250,000 pounds of aid since December, 2009. We are extremely grateful for this free
airlift--a real blessing to a volunteer, not for profit
foundation.
This work continues to bring great joy to our volunteers as we work diligently to help relieve suffering

in war-torn Afghanistan. It is our prayer that this
aid will bring comfort to many thousands of people
who will be trying to survive another brutal winter.
This winter, it is the cold that chills me to my very
core. And how easy it is to warm up these old bones
of mine--turn up the thermostat, put on another
sweater and a pair of comfy socks, light the fire-
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place and have a hot cup of tea. And if that doesn't
do the trick--there is always the soaking tub filled
with hot water. How very blessed I am to have a
warm home, warm clothing and plenty of food to
eat.
But for so many in Afghanistan, there is no respite

The Kuchi camp where we plan to put a tent school

Protein bars, pedialyte and pediasure being distributed to families in Bamiyan.
from the extreme weather. Living in tents or mud
homes with no heating, no winter clothing and
never enough food. Children stand barefoot in the
snow and hundreds of babies die every winter. The
vision of freezing children, more than anything, is a
haunting one. What Mother can bear to lose a
child this way?
Afghan mothers say that their two most important
wishes are to have her children live through their
childhood, and to give them an education. The
Lamia Afghan Foundation works daily to address
both of these desires.
In March, my husband and I will be traveling to
Afghanistan to make arrangements to build our
first school in Lamia's village. (Many of you remember that 9-year old Lamia begged my husband
for boots in December, 2007, when it was very cold
and she wore only sandals.) With a generous donation from a Christian couple in Hobbs, NM, the
dream of all Afghan women will be partially realized this spring in a remote village where a school
will be built to educate 300 children.

We are indebted to Mike and Mary Wischkaemper
for their generous spirit in providing the funds to
help The Lamia Afghan Foundation build schools
in Afghanistan.
Last, but certainly not least, The Lamia Afghan
Foundation expresses our gratitude to Quilts of
Valor for the opportunity to share our ongoing
journey in Afghanistan, where hope continues to
exist, in spite of the suffering and desperation
which never seems to cease. These resilient and
brave people won't give up hope and neither will
we.
God Bless the work of Quilts of Valor who supports our injured servicemen and women and the
veterans of all wars.
Jan Bradley
The Lamia Afghan Foundation
http://www.lamia-afghanfoundation.org
Update: April 28, 2010
My husband and I returned from our March Afghanistan trip. Where we are in the process of trying to build two schools - both in Parwan Province
- the first is in an area where 600 children who
have never gone to school will have the chance to
learn. The other will be in a place where 1,200
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children try to learn while sitting on the ground in
the open, or having class inside of shipping containers.
We are working with Dr. Steven Kwon, PhD, as
well, who is planting soybeans in all of but three
provinces in Afghanistan. He is training farmers to
plant and harvest. Soy milk is being produced for
babies and children who are severely malnourished.
Soy flour is being mixed with wheat flour to produce their bread staple, naan, with a high protein
content. Also soy biscuits are being made and soon
factories will be built to employ Afghans providing
employment to produce an incredible product. Exciting, to say the least.
We have airlifted over 350,000 pounds now to Afghanistan in two years, and still our work continues.

CONNECTING THE THREADS
FROM THE JOURNAL GURU
by: Susan C. Slaninka
I suspect that each of you take the time to personally thank members of our military when you
see them in the airports, train stations, and even
just in your daily life in your community. In my
experience, most of them respond with an almost
embarrassed thank you and might even say to
you, “Thank you Ma’am but I’m just do-ing my
job!” They have such humility for their incredible
service to our country. It’s rare that most of us get
a chance to actually have a lengthy conversation
with them and yet I had just such an opportunity
recently with my college roommate’s son.
My friend Janet and her son came to visit me over
the Thanksgiving holiday and we had a wonderful

Many thanks to our amazing military - The TN Air
National Guard palletized our Cargo - 76,000
pounds - and a C-17 Air Force Reserve airlifted it out.

visit. Caleb had just returned from his service in
Iraq as a Navy Seal and I wanted to be able to
present the Quilt of Valor I had made for him in
person. He was used to receiving my letters and
packages when he was overseas but didn’t have a
clue that he was going to receive a QOV! We had
a wonderful dinner and he didn’t seem to mind
talking about his time over there. I had lots of
questions and he answered them with story after
story filled with rich and sometimes sad experiences. I think it actually helped him to talk about
it and it was good for his Mom to hear too. He
loved his Quilt of Valor and then told me he had
a gift for me. This young man who had bravely
served his country had taken the time while in
Iraq to fly a flag in my honor and brought it back
to me with a certificate that was signed by his
Navy Seal commander. He had done one previously for his Mom and his Grand pop too. I was
soooo touched by this gesture that I ended up crying. He had taken pictures of the flag flying in
Iraq and one also of his Navy Seal team. WOW!
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He shared how valuable my letters and packages
had been to him and his fellow servicemen when
he was in Iraq and he simply wanted to thank me
in some way for that outreach. It occurred to me
that this kind of sharing might be another idea for
the journals to the QOV recipients. Write to them
about the military people you meet only life’s
journey. Take the time to have a conversation and
share that conversation with the person receiving
your quilt. Maybe in this way we can make yet
another connection with these brave military folks.

As always, please share with me your ideas for the
journals to QOV recipients. I would be happy to
include them in the next month’s column. Simply
email me at scsvu123@yahoo.com
“Susan C. Slaninka, EdD, RN
Adjunct Nursing Professor, Villanova University

EDITOR’S CORNER
If you have submitted any articles that were not
published or were returned to you, please
resend them to newsletter@QOVF.ORG. It was
not our intention or wish to exclude anyone
during our transition from one editor to another. Please send all correspondences to this
new address in the future. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may have caused.

Many of our QOV Groups across the nation
have had problems with donated QOVs and
fabrics that do not meet the standards as set by
the QOV Foundation. Although we truly appreciate their efforts to help us achieve our goal
of covering all our servicemembers, we want to
make sure that the “Best” receive the “Best”.
The following is an open letter used by Quilts of
Valor Kansas addressing this issue.
______________________________________

OPEN LETTER TO ALL WHO
DONATE FABRIC OR PIECED TOPS TO
QUITS OF VALOR KANSAS
We truly appreciate everything you do and contribute for the benefit of our Wounded Warri-

ors. Your efforts are invaluable in helping us to
achieve our goal of covering every wounded
service member with a Quilt of Valor.
Some things to keep in mind when you choose
your fabrics:
1. Always pick 100% cotton fabrics. Cotton endures better in the long run and is essential for our heirloom quality quilts.
2. Quilt tops can be completed in any
color combination. Most recipients prefer our
national colors of red, white & blue. (The fabrics do not have to be of a patriotic print – just
red, white, and blue combinations.) Tone on
tone fabrics are always good.
3. Please don’t use cute or kids fabrics.
Our quilts are to honor our national heroes: i.e.
heirloom quality.
4. Backing should not be strips of whatever is left over. If you want to make a pieced
back to go along with the pieced top, that is acceptable.

NOW FOR SOME BAD NEWS:
With the thousands of wounded service members, we clearly want to spend our time, effort,
and energy completing the quilts we get in. So,
please do a quality control check of your com-
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pleted piece. Recently our Bee members have had
to re-work many quilt tops due to unmatched
seams, unevenly pieced tops, gaps where seams
should have been sewn, and other glaring errors.
We have had to add additional fabric as borders to
make the quilt fit our minimum size. We all make
mistakes, but we don’t have the time to correct
your mistakes.
Quilts of Valor are not charity quilts! We can no
longer accept quilts that are not deemed heirloom
quality or mixed cotton and poly-cotton blend
fabrics. When tops come in which are definitely
not heirloom, they are set aside. Sometimes those
tops are used to make “transport blankets” – for
the wounded in transport planes taking them to a
hospital. We really want the best for our nation’s
heroes.

Unmatched Seam

Gaps where seams should’ve been sewn
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Please take a look at the pictures we have taken of
quilt tops that do not meet the heirloom standard.
Remember this standard is set by QOV-national.
We are following their guidelines.
In addition to the above – we don’t want your
leftover scraps of fabric. If you are donating fabric, please give us 1 to 4 yard cuts; we have too
many fat quarters. Or better yet, if you don’t
know what type of fabric works, give us a gift certificate and we will choose fabrics that go well with
what we already have.
Thank you.
Kathy Vicers
QOV Kansas

Unmatched Seams

Uneven Border
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Quilts of Valor Across America
“From the West”
F ROM T HE VFW Q UILT
A NGELS
T ACOMA , W ASHINGTON
Well, our November, December and January have
been full of a lot of new things.
In November we presented eight quilts to the WTB at
Fort Lewis. We presented these eight quilts to a

sented the quilt to him durning the Church service.
He was so surprised to get it that he wrapped it
around his shoulder like a superman cape and ran
across the stage.
If you are interested in this group, please contact
Elaine at redhedz95@g.com The other group is run
by Linda out of Tumwater. She had her first Sew
Day on February 2nd. They will be meeting at Ruby
Street Quiltworks in Tumwater and you can contact
Linda at windycedars@yahoo.com
bunch of great men and women there. We laid the
quilts out on the table and let them choose which one
they wanted. They were all very grateful for thinking
of them while they recover.
We have a few more groups coming together in the
Olympia, WA area. At the Living Water Church,
Elaine Dodd has started a group. In January this
group presented a quilt to their Pastor Burt Smith,
who was a Navy Seal in Vietnam. The quilt was pre-

The project for the VA American Lake nursing home
is coming along nicely. The scheduled ribbon cutting
is May 2010, and we have all the tops done and more.
We are working on getting them quilted now; about
20 of the 83 have been finished. Our major concern
is batting, so if anyone out there has some batting
they don’t know what to do with, let me know, every
little bit helps.
Thank you to all of my Angels,
Sheryl Anderson
stichingsheryl@yahoo.com
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W OUNDED W ARRIOR
C EREMONY B ALBOA N AVAL
H OSPITAL S AN D IEGO , CA
Email received by Ellen Patton:
I wanted to let you know that Stacy and I made the
quilt presentations at Balboa yesterday (December
14, 2009). I thought I’d recount it and would ask
you to send it on to the 4 folks who mailed the
amazing quilts. (We are not allowed to take any
photos at Balboa.)
We arrived at Balboa yesterday met by Sgt.
Dowling, the section leader for the Marine
Wounded Warrior unit there. He led us to a small
meeting room on the 2nd floor, where 15 American
heroes awaited us.
These men were at different levels of rehabilitation:
Some in wheelchairs, some with braces on limbs,
some on crutches. Some are missing limbs. Many
have the signs of war on their faces and limbs in the
form of large scars. Some are ready to be
discharged and some are just starting rehab. Almost
all are going through some type of therapy for
PTSD. They are all from either Iraq or
Afghanistan.
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Cross for putting himself between a grenade and
his platoon. He has rehabilitated very well and
looks great.
We let them know who we represented, where the
quilters are from, and how much we appreciate
their service to our country. We then went to each
of them, Stacy handed them their quilt, said some
encouraging words, and hugged them. I came
behind, shook their hands, and said again how
much they were appreciated and wished them a
Merry Christmas.
Sgt. Dowling said that on Field Day when they inspect their bedrooms, he sees the quilts given to
previous recipients on their beds. Plus we did see
them yesterday and they said they use them all the
time.
We left the remaining quilts with the Sgt. for those
men who were at medical exams or on leave. We
are also getting the contacts for the Navy and Army
Wounded Warrior units at Balboa and the other
west coast Marine unit at Camp Pendleton.
Thanks you SO much for your commitment to
these true heroes. They were very appreciative of
what you did for them.
Mike and Stacy Atkinson
San Diego

One of the men was recently awarded the Navy

How Mike and Stacy Became Involved With Balboa Naval Hospital
and Quilts of Valor:

Since their son, Brian, joined the Marines
in 2002, they have been involved in many
projects supporting Marine heroes. Stacy
learned about QOVF online after a
woman came into the quilt shop where

she worked needing fabric for a Quilts of
Valor project.
QOV has became close to their hearts as
it gave Stacy an outlet to support
wounded warriors using her quilting talents - she’s completed a dozen QOVs to
date.
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Last year they learned that QOV needed
help getting a contact with the Wounded
Warriors unit in the San Diego Naval
Hospital. So Mike got busy contacting
people and was able to set up a time to
present there.
When the day came to award the QOVs,
Mike and Stacy were honored and humbled to present them to two Marines injured by IEDs, one in Afghanistan and
one in Iraq. The third Marine was a recent Navy Cross recipient.

The Atkinsons received an additional 30
quilts from QOV, and were able to present them to the rest of the Marine
Wounded Warrior unit just before
Christmas. They are now collecting quilts
for the Navy Wounded Warrior unit at
the hospital.
Currently, Mike continues his work with
QOV contacting the Army Wounded
Warriors and also getting the word out to
the Marine Wounded Warriors at Camp
Pendleton in northern San Diego.

Discount Thread & Batting
Thanks to Pellon and Superior Threads, a promotion has been announced for Quilts
of Valor Foundation to receive Pellon Legacy 80/20 cotton/polyester batting and certain
colors of So Fine Thread at a great discount.
The Purple Heart Association has graciously donated money to cover a large portion of the
shipping costs for the supplies, as well.
We cannot thank these wonderful companies enough. As a sign of our gratitude, we ask that
you send your own personal thank you’s to show just how worthwhile a cause QOVF is.
All notes and letters are welcome. Please send to:
QOVF
P O Box 14
Ruby, VA 22545-0014
For information on this great deal, please contact your Regional Coordinator.
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NO REST FOR THE WICKED
ROYAL CITY, WASHINGTON
Have you heard the saying, “No rest for the
wicked”? I have always known that I was no angel,
but I must have been way more wicked than I
realized. Yesterday I stopped to see Al and Helen
Lind. I had not been over since mid December
because of the holidays, travel and illness.
As I walked into the kitchen where Al has his machine, I noticed quite a pile of quilt tops. They
proudly informed me that they had finished the top
one, number 25, just that morning.
Here is where the very wicked part comes in: Now it
is up to me to see that they get borders, backing, get
quilted, put in a case, and are sent where they are
needed. Thankfully, the women in our Tuesday
quilting group have volunteered to make binding,
presentation cases, and do the hand binding. There
are longarmers who have volunteered to help quilt
some of Al’s quilts, too. Now I just need to get them
ready.
Al had been completing about 6 tops per month,
but in the past 3 months, he has picked up the pace.

G ROUP P ROJECT D ELIVERS
F ORT L EWIS , W ASHINGTON
I am the leader for a humanitarian group where
some of our ladies have little or no quilting skills.
They were willing to learn though and did a fabulous job. Over the period of five months we actually completed about 57 quilts. Some were donated to people facing serious medical conditions
and, of course, the rest went to the troops.
In November, I had the honor of delivering 40
quilts to the Fort Lewis, Washington Transition

The man is 92 and looks great. He is very
passionate about our mission to bring honor and
comfort to those who have served. As a “young
punk” of 69, how could I not continue to be
inspired by his humor, love and dedication???
Let us keep quilting, making those Quilts of Valor,
one quilt at a time.
June Moore
Royal City Washington

House for soldiers who have sustained injuries in
Iraq and Afghanistan. I called the Chaplain at
Fort Lewis and he put me in touch with the Director of the Transition House. They were planning
to take some of the soldiers on a winter outing and
were concerned about everyone being warm
enough on the bus -- turned out there were 40 soldiers going and 40 quilts to be delivered.
Our group meets every week, have a potluck
lunch and sew. We are going to be donating more
quilts to our soldiers this year.
Sharon Glenn
Washington
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3 DAY QUILT PARTY AT VFW
ENUMCLAW, WASHINGTON
Our Group had a 3-day quilt party at the VFW in
Enumclaw. Washington the end of January. The
following is an update from my good friend and
helper, Norma. Norma has been keeping everyone in our group updated and quilting while I
was busy with all of my doctor appointments the
past five or six months.
Connie Frick
Buckley, Washington
Report from Norma:
For those of you who were not able to attend, we
had a real productive 3 days. We gave 16 completed quilts to Frosty to distribute to wounded
soldiers. Plus, the floor of the VFW hall was filled
with completed tops.

We presented the quilt Connie did last session to
Frosty for all his hard work in being our gobetween guy, and presented the VFW officers a
wall hanging quilt that Mary Wellauer embroidered and hand quilted. Frosty is going to build a
lockable shadow box so it can be displayed in the
hall.
We had a great time, worked hard, ate lots of
food, shared patterns and tips and had a lot of
laughs. Special thanks go out to SuzAnne and
Carolyn for showing up Sunday with Turkey
Bean chili and ribs.
We had some new people join us (Sue and Jim
Bradbury - yes, our first guy.) Thanks to Charlotte, and Lois McGreen and Donna Hansen. We
hope you will all join us next session.
NOTE:
OUR NEXT SESSION WILL BE
MAY 28, 29 AND 30TH AT THE VFW HALL.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!!!

Destinations News

WAY TO GO QOV COMMUNITY!
In the month of April, Ellen assigned destinations to 182 quilts.
QOV’ers reported that they found homes on their own for 249 quilts.
That means that we had 431 quilts assigned for the month of April.
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Quilts of Valor Across America
“From the Middle”
QOV QUILTERS OF
GALESBURG/MOLINE, IL
ILLINOIS
As you know, we don’t sign our last names to our
quilts, but that did not stop this Air Force Captain
from finding us! Following is the letter our Group
received:
Phyllis and Carolyn,
I am a physician assistant for the US Air Force.
Following an accident overseas a few months ago,
I and eight others were rescued and brought to a
hospital in Germany. During my hospital stay, I
was given a beautiful quilt made by QOV Quilters
of Galesburg, Illinois. There is no address on the
quilt, but a label and note signed by many people.
I searched the internet and found your e-mail addresses. So, I hope this is getting to the right people.
I am so touched by this wonderful gift. It was
given to me as they were sending some of my
buddies home, while others had to stay at the
Germany hospital longer. It was quite an emotional moment as our group was going their separate ways, but every one of us was wrapped in a
quilt sent from home. The quilt was a great comfort to me and a reminder of why we serve. Thank
you so much forgoing through the trouble of making and sending it to me. It is proudly on display
in my home and I will cherish it always. Please
express my heartfelt gratitude to Margaret,
Sharon, Kathleen, Kathy, Jane, Sylvia, Karen,
Janet, Shirley, Julia, and Amy as well.
Most of our group is fully recovered from our injuries, and the remaining guys are improving

everyday. I have already returned to duty and recently served in the Haiti relief effort.
Thank you all again.
Sincerely,
Robert Niewoonder, Captain, USAF

Our town has two groups that I organized. As it
happens this quilt top was made by a woman who
belongs to our group in Moline, Illinois and it was
quilted by a woman who belongs to our Galesburg, Illinois group! So, we call ourselves QOV
Quilters of Galesburg/Moline, Illinois.
Carolyn McDowell
Illinois
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ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD
TROOPS RECEIVE QOVS
Illinois
On January 10, 2010, we had the honor of giving
QOVs to 63 Illinois National Guard Troops who
returned last year after a year in Afghanistan, some
with 2nd, 3rd, and 4th deployments. The 106th
Calvary 2nd Squadron, also known as the Aurora
based Charlie Troop, were welcomed home with a
Freedom Salute Ceremony. The celebration included speakers and presentation of medals. At the
end of the ceremony, we took pictures as they took
their quilts out of the pillowcases and opened the
quilts to share with their families. Their smiles were
our “thank you’s!!”
The labels on the quilts read “Northern Illinois
Quilts of Valor.” We have provided quilts for the
Wounded Soldier Fund, Hines Hospital and Great
Lakes Returning Warrior Workshop.

LEGION RIDER LEGACY QOV
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Ex-Commander Chuck called Wednesday February 10th to ask if it was possible for me to present
the Legion Rider Legacy QOV the next evening at
their monthly meeting, held at Valentino’s in Lincoln. I only had the patches to sew on, so after our

We meet the first Tuesday of every month at Prairie
Shop Quilts, Batavia, IL. We have been meeting for
about six months now and finding a sew-in at home
is just as fun!
Rita Pennington
Illinois

conversation I hurried to my sewing room and
frantically sewed the patches on. By 9:30 pm
Wednesday the Legion Rider Legacy QOV was
ready to present!
Commander Ed Waymire, introduced me and after a short talk by me about QOV and our activities, my husband Fred, on the left, Legion Rider Ed
Reinhardt, on the right, who was one of the riders
that escorted QOV Caravan to the NE border in
June 2009, stood and presented the quilt. What a
warm welcome it received! The members were
very, very pleased with the end results, especially
the eagle top stitching done in gold thread by Kristin Harper, Col. U.S. Army, (Ret.), one of our volunteer long armers. During the business meeting it
was decided that the Riders would make a donation to Lincoln QOV!!!
Julia Schroeder
Lincoln, Nebraska
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Eagle heads done in gold thread, small
stars on the flag blocks, cable stitches for
the white border and ribbon with starts
for the red border.

Center is the Defenders Patch, with Battle
Field Cross, Army, Navy, Marine, Coast
Guard and Air Force placed around.

EISENHOWER PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY
AND MUSEUM’S QOV CHALLENGE
ABILENE, KANSAS

T h e E i s e n h owe r
Presidential Library
& Museum in
Abilene, Kansas is
sponsoring a challenge to see how
many QOVs we can
receive in one year's
time.
T h e E i s e n h owe r
QOV Challenge will
run until October
22, 2010. Thus far,
the response has been outstanding (21 quilts &
counting) that we have started displaying the quilts
we have received.

All completed quilts will be displayed from November 5-29, 2010. They will be distributed to
medical facilities, USS Eisenhower, and VA hospitals starting in early December 2010.
It is of interest to note that not only were quilts and
blankets made on the home front for troops during
WWII, but support and concern for the troops was
paramount to Eisenhower. The Eisenhower boys
helped their mother, Ida Stover Eisenhower, make
quilts for the family while growing up in Abilene.
He would understand the comfort and love of
something made by hand. This challenge is one
more way for us to carry on the legacy of the 5-star
General and 34th President of the United States.
Additional details may be found on the web site at
Eisenhower QOV Challenge (scroll to the bottom
of the page.)
Jann Hottman
Kansas
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HONORING A MEMBER OF THE
US ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
MINNESOTA
Pictured is a quilt to honor a US Army National
Guard Staff Sergeant. He is crazy about the
Raiders football team so I found some black and
silver satin fabric to use for his quilt.
I worked closely with his dear wife who provided
me with many family photos to make it extra
special. This American Hero returned from
overseas service this last October.
Sandy Tuzinski
Minnesota

How Sweet it Is
From the Quilted Quipper
• Knowing that I successfully used the cutting wheel again without cutting my finger off.
• Finally finding my scissors which were hanging from my neck the whole time.
• Knowing that my sewing machine still works after spending an hour figuring out that it was not plugged
in.
• Finally remembering that my email password is “forgetful-ru”.
• Discovering that I pocket-dialed Mr. Tubman in Greenland, and he was not home.
• Getting loads of bubble wrap in my package so I can “pop til I drop.”
• Finally finding my seam ripper even though I sat on it (point up of course.)
• Being consistent in my fabric cutting. I have cut it twice now and it is still too short.
• Being dubbed ‘You Go Girl’ at my Guild two days before my colonoscopy.
• Knowing that my quilt gave encouragement, comfort and peace to someone at a time when they felt no
one cared.
Duane Granger
Hudsonville, Michigan
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Quilts of Valor Across America
“From the East”
THE PEACEFUL SIDE OF THE
SMOKIES QOV CHAPTER
SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE
It has been a
busy time here in
Eastern Tennessee. The Peaceful Side of the
Smokies Chapter
has met three
times and have
40+ tops in some
f o r m o f c o nstruction going
on.
They are
just the best
group of women!
My husband, John and I were asked to be part of
the new Regional Coordinator team. We will be
responsible for TN, AL, GA, FL, SC, NC, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. We have been going
to local guilds and Veterans groups speaking to
them about QOV. The response has been wonderful. One of our local members will be going to
Puerto Rico in April with her military husband
and is going to try to get some groups going there.
Wish I could join her...I’m ready for some warmer
weather! If you live in the states I mentioned,
please feel free to contact us if we can be of assistance, or if you have any questions. We are ready
to support our established groups in any way that
we can.
In past newslettersI have spoken about the QOV
challenge that the Tellico Village Quilters in Loudon, TN had last June. We delivered 36 quilts in
mid-January to the James Quillan VA Hospital.
The words of one of the men who received a quilt

have stayed with me. He kept asking if the quilt
was really his to keep. Then he went quiet and
looked up at us with tears in his eyes and said “you
remembered me, you remembered.” This is why we do
what we do.
On January 9th we awarded three QOVs to a
Marine who had just completed his 2nd tour and
was wounded, a WWII veteran who had been

awarded two Purple Hearts, and an Army Captain who has completed three tours and was
wounded. Each one is deserving of a Quilt of
Valor. We were honored to acknowledge them.
You, who are part of this organization, are terrific
and we’re proud to be associated with you.
Kate and John Meyers
Sevierville, Tennessee
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HUNTERDON COUNTY
QUILTING GUILD
READINGTON, NEW JERSEY

The Hunterdon County Quilting Guild, during
its December meeting, presented Sgt. Jay R.
Hunter of the Marine Corps Reserve and a
Clinton policeman, a Quilt of Valor in honor of
his service to our country. Sgt. Hunter has participated in Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation
Desert Storm, Operation Desert Shield and the
Kosovo and Jubute Campaigns.
He has recently completed his third tour in Iraq
and has received numerous awards for his service. Two Purple Hearts, the Navy Commendation Medal, three Navy and Marine Corps
achievement medals, and two Combat Action
ribbons are among his awards. Sgt. Hunter was
introduced to the Guild members by Clinton
Chief of Police, Brett Matheis.
Sgt. Hunter, who lives with his wife and son in
Milford, has been a member of the Clinton Po-

Private Alan Carroll, of Bridgewater, NJ, was
presented with a Quilt of Valor at the home
of his mother, Teresa Scholte, by Daryle Earl
and MaryLou Kaminski on behalf of the
Hunterdon County Quilting Guild on December 18, 2009.
Alan was inflicted with four injuries during
the massacre at Fort Hood, Texas in November, and he has recovered remarkably well.
His duty in the Army is to clear roadways of
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lice Force since 1998 and is a member of the
Hunterdon County SWAT team. The presentation was made by Toni Schlegel, quiltmaker,
Margaret McKay and Joanne Whitney, two
members of the Community Service Committee.
Winnie Friese, the third member of the Community Service Committee, was not present at
the meeting.
For many of the members, the presentation was
an emotional experience, for it reminded them of
their own family history-whether it be a family
member's or friend's involvement in the past or
present. Sgt. Hunter expressed his appreciation
for the recognition and accepted the quilt "on
behalf of all those who received quilt tops that
were pieced last February during the annual
Community Service meeting.
After all the February tops were completed, they
were sent to longarm quilters throughout the
United States for quilting, then back to the Guild
to be bound and labeled by Guild members. Recently, these were sent to a burn unit in a military hospital in San Antonio, Texas.

potential threats. (Weapons Engineer) He will
be deployed to Afghanistan next month.
Alan is a 2007 graduate of BridgewaterRaritan High school, and served on the
North Branch Volunteer Fire Company since
the age of 15, before joining the military in
2008.
Barbara Gates
Readington, NJ
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BERIBEES QUILT CLUB
QOV CONTEST
NEW IBERIA, LOUISIANA
Last August, the members of the Beribees Quilt
Club of New Iberia, LA held a Quilts of Valor
contest among their members. The local recruiters
for the Army and Marines were the judges. Mrs.
Georgia Courville won 1st place. She is pictured
with the recruiters. Second prize was won by Mrs.
Gloria Segura. Winning third prize was Mrs. Jean
Stokes, our member who is most the active with the

VIRGINIA QOV GROUPS
MEETING CHANGES
STAFFORD & FREDERICKSBURG, VA
Stafford, Virginia Group:
We are meeting in homes in the Stafford area.
Please call for dates, times and locations of meetings (571) 236-4599.
QOVs. It was she who inspired our contest. The
quilts were displayed for the month of August at
the St. Peter's St. library in New Iberia. After the
display, we presented a quilt to each of our judges,
both served a tour in Iraq. The quilts have since
been given to our local heros. We plan to have another contest this year.
Diane Grevemberg
New Iberia, Louisiana

Fredericksburg, Virginia Group:
The Fredericksburg Group rotates between
homes and the church, so please call ahead for
dates/times/locations. (571) 236-4599.
Donations of quality 100% cotton fabrics are
welcome. Beginners are welcome. We still combine food, fun and fabric.
Catherine Snyder
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I AM WOMAN
HEAR ME ROAR
EAST BEND, NORTH CAROLINA
I just wanted to pass on to others what I experienced recently in trying to send 5 completed quilts
to an APO address for our military personnel. I
teach quilting and my quilt group completes at
least one quilt per quarter. I am also a longarm
quilter, so it just makes sense that after my ladies
complete the top, I quilt the quilt, bind it and ship
it off; sounds easy enough. One snowy day I
packed these quilts up to take to the post office. It
was suggested by the clerk at the post office that I
use one big box (purchased) instead of the priority
mail box (which are free). Now if you use priority
mail, your tape is free; if you don’t use priority
mail you have to purchase it. I might add this is a
very busy post office and I did not want to hold
anyone up. By the time I packed the quilts while
standing in line, taped the box properly, and addressed it with the APO address given to me, I was
exhausted, tired, and frazzled. Those around me
looked to be the same. We are not used to this
much snow and for anyone to be out in it, is brave
person indeed.
Ok, I am at the counter, everything seems to be in
order, or so I thought.
When the clerk said
$164.42 I just about lost it. At least I lost color in
my face. As calmly as I could come across after
driving 45 minutes to a post office on a snowy day,
I asked the clerk if he could recheck his figures. I
also explained that these were Quilts of Valor and
started in on a dissertation of the goodness of such
an organization. I could tell by his face, he was not
interested. I did not have $164.42 that I could
spare of my own for this project. And I did not
feel that I could go back to my group of 10-12
women and ask to split it. I have 5 ladies who
struggle just to pay the class fee due to job lay-offs
in their family.
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I was frustrated, so I left the post office. I e-mailed
Ellen Patton and Catherine Snyder and vented my
frustration. I was given suggestions and they were
as confused as I was. An investigation started to
roll and e-mails went back and forth. This should
not be happening. And this cost is out of sight for
what this organization stands for.
It was suggested that I get another APO address
and return to the post office. I decided to go to
another post office; same thing only this time the
clerks were even more disengaged. Ok, now I am
not only frustrated but downright mad that we are
not taking steps to honor our men and women who
lay down their very lives for the cause.
I came back home and fumed for a few days. Another snow storm kept me from getting to the main
road which in retrospect was probably a divine occurrence because I am not sure what words would
have been exchanged at a third attempt.
A few days later, I went to an entirely different office whereby the clerk was kind, helpful and I was
charged $22.16. Ok, I just could not stop from
telling her my story. A gentleman behind the
counter was overhearing my story and interrupted
me to say he was the Executive Postmaster visiting
from Chicago. He wanted details, names if I could
provide them, and then asked if I could attend a
meeting the next morning with all the Postmasters
in the area and tell my story. He was appalled. It
didn’t hurt that he was a former Marine with 30+
years of service to his country. I not only agreed, I
was elated that someone was going to listen to me
and perhaps take up my cause as well.
I went home and e-mailed those that I had involved in this confused and frustrated story. I prepared myself fully for arguments, documentation
in hand but decided a calm demeanor would be a
better approach. I even brought donuts for this
7:30 a.m. meeting. I might add that being at a
meeting at 7:30 a.m. is a stretch for me. There
generally is only one 7:30 in my life and that is at
night. I am a night person and quilt many nights
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till 2:00 a.m. It is when I do my best work. But in
my heart, I knew this was going to be worth it and
all my 19 years experience as a bank branch manager and V.P of a Customer service division was
going to be put to the test.
I arrive on time and 9 Postmasters were present
besides the Executive Postmaster.
Mr. Phelps
greeted all of us and let me go first. I accounted in
detail what transpired and how frustrated it was
giving a little background of QOV in the event
someone was unaware of the good of the organization. I dropped no names because it just isn’t my
style to get anyone in trouble. I took about 10
minutes, sat down, and then something happened

MACHINE QUILTERS EXPOSITION
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Angie Carr, Barbara Chojnacki, Kerry Barnes, Gov. David
Carcieri, Catherine Snyder, Kris Bowyer, Debbi Kelly
This was the first year the show was held in Rhode
Island, and QOVF was honored to be invited. We
could not have been treated better by our hostesses
Janet-Lee Santeusanio and Mary Schilke, founders
of Machine Quilters Exposition ( MQX) . We
were excited to meet new quilters and their family
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that I am still amazed by. Each and every Postmaster apologized for the misunderstanding and
promised that their personnel will be retrained as
to the reason for the organization, the price structure and that not only will the post office be more
courteous but certainly more helpful. Mr. Phelps
gave me his home phone number just in case
something of this nature should occur again.
So I leave it up to you…..was it a bad day, or was it
a good day; you decide.
Toni Morgan, Longarm quilter
East Bend, NC

members within this community. We reconnected
with many QOV’ers, sharing many hugs and
tears. As a little deviation from our regular booth
theme, we switched our longarming machines
with featherweights. Participants made pillowcases
in honor of the article featuring the QOVF in
American Patchwork & Quilter Magazine, which
came out April 6. As part of the Million Pillow
Case Challenge, anyone that made a presentation
case was awarded a special pin from AP&Q while
supplies lasted. We sewed away while surrounded
by our deployment-inspired decorations. Everyone
had a blast, and as a plus, many cases were completed for our troops. We were also visited by
Rhode Island's Governor Donald L. Carcieri, who
made a special visit to our booth to thank our volunteers and to present a quilt to a mom whose son
was returning from Afghanistan in just a few days
for surgery. Debbi was such a wonderful person
and we wish her and her son, Patrick Kelly, the
very best. Although Jackie wasn’t there physically,
she certainly was a huge help with prep work.
Don’t worry, the longarms and Jackie will be back
again next year. We missed them greatly!
Catherine Snyder
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MILITARY MOMS UPDATE
LANSING, MICHIGAN

In the November QOVF Newsletter (page 24)
there was a story about my Military Moms group
here in Lansing, Michigan. There was a picture of
our group with the QOV that we completed (we
are not a quilting group, but have several ladies
who quilt).
We now have a picture of our recipient with his
QOV. We were so thrilled to hear from him.
He was a Marine who received our quilt at a returning warrior weekend in Fort Worth. He had

QUILTS FOR VA HOSPITAL
ASHEVILLE, NC

Peggy McCaffrey of Hummingbird Longarm Quilting
has quilted these for the Tarheel Quilt Guild. They
will be going to the VA Hospital in Asheville, North
Carolina.
Peggy McCaffrey
Hummingbird Longarm Quilting
Pisgah Forest, NC
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been out of the Marines after serving 4 years but
was recalled shortly after he was married and then
deployed to Iraq. Unfortunately his new marriage
did not survive. He is now working in Kentucky
and pursuing a degree in Homeland Security
Emergency Management.
It was so special to hear from a recipient! Makes
me even more inspired to keep on making QOVs.
Thank you all so much for all that you do on behalf
of our heroes.
Proud Mom of 3 Sons serving.
Joyce Dannemiller
Lansing, Michigan
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3 1/2 DECADES AGO
GALLOWAY, NEW JERSEY

Following is the background story on a quilt that my sister
and I presented (by mail) to a VietNamVeteran before
Christmas. The pattern that we used to piece the top is called
“Remembrance”:
Dear RB,
As a college student, I wore a bracelet in remembrance of you and other Americans held in captivity in VietNam. My bracelet bore your name. I was
very happy to remove my bracelet when you were
released in 1973.
Flash forward over 3 1/2 decades to 2009. For the
past three years, my sister and I have been making
QOVs for returning American soldiers. When going through some files a few months ago, I came
across the news article that I had saved for 36 years
that listed the POW's being released with your
name among them. Although you have occasionally been in my thoughts all these many years, it
wasn't until that day when I re-read the article that
I realized we must present you with a QOV. How
excited we have been at the thought of you opening the box and accepting our gift to you!
The quilt combines the workmanship of three peo-

BEACHSIDE QUILTERS
TAMPA, FLORIDA

Our group, Beachside Quilters delivered 20 quilts
to Tampa Veterans Hospital on Thursday, November 12, 2009. The blessing was beautiful. We
wish every piecer and quilter could experience this
ceremony. You leave with a renewed spirit for this
project. The chaplains were amazed that several of
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ple, my sister and I pieced the top and Jonnie
Grimm in Georgia quilted it. When I approached
Jonnie and gave her the background information
about the POW bracelet, she was very pleased to
be a part, especially because she had lost her "first
love" to the VietNam war. So you see, there is
much more involved in this quilt than fabric and
stitches.
This Quilt of Valor is filled with love and appreciation. Please accept this token of our appreciation.
It is our way of honoring you and saying
"THANK YOU" for your service to preserve our
freedom. You have not been forgotten!
Karen Zimmerman, St. Croix, US Virgin Islands
Sandra Hawthorne, Galloway, NJ
We were thrilled to receive the following
reply from Lt. Commander RB:
“It was a wonderful surprise to receive the beautiful quilt. It really warms my heart to realize that we
have such dedicated patriots in our country such as
yourselves.
I will remember your kindness always.
Thank you very much!!”
Sandra Hawthorne
Galloway, New Jersey

the piecers were over 80 years of age. The ladies
are working
on more
quilts already.
Peggy Manley
& Marie
Garelli
Florida
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TIDEWATER QUILTERS
GUILD PIECEMAKERS BEE
NORFOLK/VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA
Last August the fifteen members of the Tidewater
Quilters Guild (TQG) Piecemakers Bee began

making patriotic quilts to cover all twenty-two beds
at the three residential homes that nonprofit Vetshouse, Incorporated oversees in Virginia Beach,
VA. TQG member Nancy Buckley learned about
the Vetshouse's commitment to providing assistance to homeless older veterans though her
church. She presented the idea to her bee mem-

MEET SANDRA CASAGRANDE
AGE 70

bers
who unanimously agreed to take on the challenge
to cover every bed by Christmas. Soon the sewing
machines were humming. Nancy also took on the
extra challenge of long-arm quilting all twenty-two
quilts! When TQG's Quilts of Valor learned of
the Vetshouse initiative, a double-bed sized red &
white long cabin block quilt was quickly donated.
On December 10, when the ladies of the Piecemakers Bee delivered the quilts to the Vetshouse
they ensured a very Merry Christmas indeed for all
the veterans who received a beautiful new bedcover to snuggle under on cold winter nights.
Mary Lynn Slough
TQG QOVS Coordinator
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Ms. Casagrande is a wonderful example of giving,
and of community spirit.

SEBASTIAN, FLORIDA
Sandra makes quilts out of denim for the soldiers
at Walter Reed. She rounds off the corners so
they will not get caught in the wheelchairs wheels.
She also endeavors to make them so that they are
for either a female or male soldier.
The fabrics on the back of are civil war reproduction fabrics. Which she feels are quite fitting for a
Quilt of Valor.

How do YOU
QOV? Let us
know! We love to
hear your stories.
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MOTHER SETON
QUILTING ANGELS
GERMANTOWN, MARYLAND
As I sit down to write this another winter storm is
blowing outside in the DC area. Gives us plenty of
time to quilt!!!
A little introduction to our group. We will be celebrating 5 years as a group in March. We make
quilts for QOVF and Quilts for Kids. Our annual
goal in 2009 was a 100 quilts for soldiers and 100
quilts for kids. We made the kids goal, and amazingly we made 92 soldier quilts, not quite our goal
but we will continue to strive for that goal in 2010.
You can visit our web site at
http://www.mspquiltingangels.org
Because of the great work that Kathy and Jeff
Thorne do, our group has grown. We have a block
of the month and receive blocks from many different places. We have 2 very dedicated longarmers
that quilt many of the tops. The ages of the group
range from 12 years to over 80 years of age.

HEARTS & HANDS ECA
QUILTING GUILD
SANFORD, NORTH CAROLINA
These three months of December, January, and
February, seems to have been the Guild’s time for
major joint surgeries or replacements. First a hip,
then another hip after a heart cath, and lung stress
test, then a total knee replacement yesterday, and
one more total hip to go at the end of February.
We'll soon be clogging or line dancing or waltzing
or something.
I am the committee chairman for community
service, which includes QOVF quilts and a few
other causes. Along with gearing up QOV making for the New Year, I will be making two layer
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We had a busy
last quarter of
2009. We had a
second blessing
of the quilts in
O c t o b e r. Fo r
those that aren't
aware, our
group has our
quilts blessed by our parish priest before they are
distributed to the soldiers and kids.
In December we gave 62 quilts to the VA in Baltimore for the returning soldiers. It was just in time
since the group was meeting the next day and because the group was small, every returning soldier
would get a quilt this time. According to Dallas,
our volunteer contact at the VA, most times a raffle is held for the quilts.
We look forward to reaching our 100 quilt goal for
2010.
Jean Spillett
Maryland

walker bags. The two layers are so no one has to
look at the back of the fabric. Also, by making
them two layers, we can put 3 or four small pockets on one side, a tall one or two, and two medium
high on the other end. I'll be flying by the seat of
my pants for a pattern. The only one I have is in
my head, and as a guide, the bag I used in the
therapy nursing home.
Some of the gals are talking about another QOVF
quilt, more for females than males, and a group
effort for those who wish to join. As far as I know,
no one in the guild has received a note in return.
I currently have one quilt ready to go to the POC,
and another on the way before too long.
Five inches of snow kept some of us in for 3 or 4
days. How I longed to go sledding, a 2week old
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hip replacement said, "Oh! No you Don't!!!!" So I
stayed inside.
Meanwhile spring is showing it's head, with 3 yellow crocus buds, about ready to bloom. One shop
is opening in town, giving us another place to shop.
As fabric prices go up, my yield of QOVF quilts
will have to go down. We can only stretch our dol-

lars so far, as most others are having to do. I hope
daily life is going smoothly, weather isn't too bad,
and the quilts still keep rolling in.
Stay well and safe, happy and stitching.
Rita Armstrong
Hearts and Hands ECA Quilting Guild.
Sanford, North Carolina

Meet The Quilter

“Heroes Inspire Me”
Joy Danforth discovered her passion for quilting
later in life, but nonetheless, it holds a special place
in her heart and home. So close in fact, that all she
has to do is head to outside. Her red barn houses all
of her quilting and longarming projects, and it is
where she spends most of her day creating new
quilt tops and longarming QOVs.
Joy, who now lives in Elizabeth City, NC, retired
from nursing and now fills her days with quilting
and gardening.
“I love getting my hands in the dirt,” Joy says. “I
never could garden wearing gloves.”
Whether it’s getting a little dirty or being surrounded by fabric and new projects, Joy puts her
whole heart into what she does. She is both a piecer
and longarmer, having completed 15 QOVs herself
from start to finish as well as longarming 300 more
in the four years since she began volunteering with
the QOVF.
She got started with the foundation through a fellow quilter, Mary Lynn Slough of Virginia Beach,
VA. “She was looking for a longarmer for her
guild’s Quilts of Valors,” Joy said. “I must tell you it
certainly sped up my learning curve on my new

longarm.” Joy loves all
quilting, especially Joy Danforth and C. Snyder
mixing new colors and
patterns into a new piece of art. Her inspiration?
Our country.
“Heroes inspire me,” Joy acknowledges. “I imagine
a quilt being removed from a pillowcase and the
American hero thinking, ‘Oh my goodness! Is this
for me?’”
It is her experience volunteering with the QOVF
that has touched her, to the point where it has become her mission to cover all the troops in a special
quilt.
“I find I just cannot give up making QOVS until
they are no longer needed, however long that may
be,” Joy explains.
But it’s a mission she loves.
Meet the Quilter is written each month for the QOVF newsletter by Julie Leslie. If you or someone you know should be
spotlighted in this section, please email press@qovf.org.
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Quilts of Valour
Canada
Our mission is to ensure that our injured Canadian soldiers are recognized for their bravery, commitment
and their true patriotism to our country
We give support through the presentation of Quilts of Valour for our military service people.
http://www.quiltsofvalour.ca
QoV@QuiltsOfValour.ca

Lezley Zwaal
Founder
Quilts of Valour - Canada

Quilts of Valour
United Kingdom
January 26, 2010 saw the first anniversary of the initial award of a Quilt of Valour in the UK.
Since January 2009, QOVs have been awarded to 218 British soldiers. The 26th January 2010 coincided
with the 200th QOV being awarded.
There has been an enthusiastic response from the Regimental Welfare Officers who have been keen to
nominate casualties from their ranks for the awards.
There are indications that the number of UK quilters making QOVs is set to grow, and I hope 2010 will
enable us to address what is a significant backlog of British soldiers who deserve QOVs.
Best Wishes,
Jean Morris
QOV - UK
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From Their Hearts to Ours
Quotes from QOV Recipients & Families
To Ellen Patton:
From CDR Jones - Doctor at the Joint Hospital in Afghanistan
Thanks for touching base. I am regularly receiving quilts from all over the country. Please express our
thanks to your team of dedicated folks. This has been wonderful. CDR Russell has been involved in the
delivery of the quilts to our wounded soldiers. I spoke with her last week and she said that it is going very well
and that the troops are very affected by the receipt of such a thoughtful gift. I’ll let CDR Russell chime in with
any other thoughts she might have. I think we are getting just the right amount of quilts. So from our end,
things seem to be working very well. I think it would be great if we can continue this effort past our time and
turn it over to the folks who will follow us in March.
CDR Jones
To Ellen Patton:
From CDR Mary Russell - Joint Hospital in Afghanistan
I couldn’t agree more with CDR Jones. It has truly been my great
pleasure to present your beautiful quilts to our soldiers and Marines wounded in combat. I have seen your quilts at Landstuhl and
Bethesda, and know that they are a treasured gift. By sending your
quilts here, you are getting them to some men who would not have
received them otherwise because they are returned to duty. I have
given them to our guys with wounds ranging from concussion and
blast injuries to amputations. Your quilts have been covering soldiers while they were presented their Purple Hearts here in Afghanistan. I have attached a photo of one soldier who was eager
to let you know how thankful he was for your quilt. Please pass
along my most sincere gratitude to everyone in your organization
for the opportunity to share some love from home at a time when
the wounded can use it most!
Warmest Regards,
CDR Mary Russell

To Ellen Patton:
Thank you to QOV in Temecula
I wanted to thank the Quilts of Valor Foundation in Temecula for the fantastic quilts they made for my husband and me. We absolutely love them, and since we live in chilly Colorado, they are put to good use daily!
Please extend our thanks to others who helped make our quilts if possible. I found your email address on the
Quilts of Valor site. If you have any contact information where I could send another email or letter of thanks,
I would appreciate it.
Thank you,
Jill & Robert Corson
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This and That

AMERICAN PATCHWORK &
QUILTING MAGAZINE’S
MILLION PILLOWCASE
CHALLENGE
Presentation Cases Count!!

Be a part of the Million Pillowcase Challenge with
American Patchwork & Quilting Magazine. It’s
fast
and
e a s y,
just
go
to
www.allpeoplequilt.com/millionpillowcases every
time you complete one of your presentation cases
for a Quilt of Valor. Click on the upper right
hand corner link, log in, and add your case to the
counter. Let’s let our numbers count!
Watch for American Patchwork & Quilting Magazine’s June 2010 Issue for a column featuring the
QOV Foundation (on sale April 6 through June 1.)
Update:

We are happy to be featured in this month's edition of the American Patchwork & Quilter Magazine and be one of their charities for the Million
Pillowcase Challenge.
As part of our Booth at the MQX in Rhode Island
we made presentation cases for our QOV's and
quilters also dropped them off. A P & Q were
wonderful and donated Posters, Pins, Patterns, and
a few magazines to help make our booth a great
success. We collected many cases but you can also
continue to send them in to P O Box 14 Ruby VA
22545-0014.

Two of the ladies that stopped by to sew presentation cases were Mother Daughter team Julia and
Tina Craig. Julia is a girl scout that encouraged
her group to get involved in QOVF. She also donated quilts to our booth.
We were also happy to have Cathy Racine from
the Charlton Sewing Center stop by and donate a
stack of presentation cases for our troops. Cathy
also offers a pattern on her web site for neck coolers for troops that is free by logging on to to site
www.charltonsewingcenter.com. She is hoping to
offer a QOVF quilt exposition for a month to
bring awareness to our Mission in the near future.
We wish her much luck with her show.
-Catherine Snyder
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QOVF Volunteers
INTRODUCING THE QOVF
REGIONAL COORDINATORS
REGION ONE - SUZANNE WADE

CALIFORNIA, NEVADA, UTAH, ARIZONA
I have been a quilter since the 90’s, which isn’t all that long, but I have made close to
300 quilts. I have such a passion for quilting that I thought it would be great to have a
place for ladies who shared my passion to meet and quilt. As a result, I formed what
is now the MSP (Mother Seton Parish) Quilting Angels in Germantown, MD. However, since I am in my 70’s I decided to move closer to my children and now live in
Hemet, CA.
When I introduced myself at the Guild as a new member over a year ago, I mentioned my group in MD and their efforts for QOV's. Apparently someone - or should
I say, many some ones got the bug - a body to take over. I went along with it, they
had places to meet and the ladies are fun to be with and just as dedicated as the MD
group. Coincidentally somewhere as this was blossoming, Catherine came up with the
request for me to fill out the Region Coordinator questionnaire - so now the group thinks we are pretty
cool because they have the region coordinator among them.
My Philosophy, Why I do QOV’s
A quilter loves to quilt for the sake of quilting, we love to quilt and give our love in return to someone.
These military personnel, who are the recipients of our quilts, wrote a blank check on their life - does it
matter if they saw 'action', killed someone, were wounded themselves, or whether they were there, like the
Minutemen - ready at a moment's notice to die for us?
I remember a soldier following me up to the Chaplain Kallerson's office when I brought in a load of
QOV's at Walter Reed. The Chaplain wasn't in, and the soldier asked if he could see the quilts - I removed them from their case opened each and every one of them - he selected one - red, white and blue, of
course. One of the other Chaplains was there and somewhat admonished the guy for asking for a quilt
saying that he already got his. Well, the guy retorted, “but I have two children and the thought of them
lying under these quilts will keep me going”. We never know what is going on in someone else's heart and if we can touch them in any way - does it matter how or who? I also remember the guys at the gate
when I would be going through at Walter Reed asking if they could have one too - since I mentioned I was
going to the Chaplain's office to drop off quilts. I told them they could go see the Chaplain and ask It's not that it's something 'free'. It's that it's something honoring what they are doing with their lives right
then and now, and those that are injured appear to have given a little bit more - but sometimes, they are
the ones that move on and do inspiring things with their lives instead of crawling in the hole of self-pity.
It's all God's Work! reg1@qovf.org
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REGION TWO - LORI KUTCH
WASHINGTON, OREGON, ALASKA

I live in Wenatchee, WA. It is right in the middle of Washington State. I married
my high school sweetheart nearly 37 years ago. My husband makes me laugh
every day and is very supportive of my QOV efforts. We have a recently divorced
daughter and 2 grandchildren who live with us. We have 2 dogs and a very busy
household. I also work full time as a Quality Control Supervisor for Blue Star
Growers a pear packing warehouse. I have been a wartime quilter and QOV
volunteer for several years now. I try and make a QOV a week. I Co-chair a local
QOV group, host community sew days and take as many speaking engagements
to spread the QOV word as I can. Quilts of Valor has become more that a passion it is bordering on an obsession. I am honored to be selected to coordinate
region 2. This will be the next adventure in my Quilts of Valor journey. Next to
becoming a Grandma this has been the most life changing and rewarding effort I
have ever been a part of. reg2@qovf.org

REGION THREE - SHEILA GAUB
MONTANA, IDAHO, WYOMING

Greetings from the Big Sky Country of Montana! I started the Montana
Chapter two years ago, and it has exploded. We have several hundred members involved as well as Cub Scouts. To date we have delivered 80 quilts to
our military members and have over 80 more in the process of completion.
Every week the number changes as I either get a phone call from an individual or a quilt shop to inform me of another quilt. Every quilt is numbered
and labeled with a professional embroidered label. We have a "sew day"
every fourth Friday of the month from January through October along with a
few Saturdays throughout the year. We do not break for the summer months
as we have too many involved.
I am the spouse of a retired Army Colonel and mother of two Active Duty sons -- one Air Force and one
Army. We have gone through five deployments as parents between our two sons. While our Air Force son
was stationed at the Pentagon, he arranged for our first Montana quilt to be delivered to the Walter Reed
Hospital. That first quilt was made by 15 men from our community. Seeing all of our "wounded warriors" at
WRH was all the inspiration I needed to get more involved. The "wounded" have such an appreciation for a
gift from people who don't even know them, but more importantly that someone is thinking about them. I
would encourage every quilter to make a contribution. It does the heart a world of good. reg3@qovf.org

REGION FOUR - CYNTHIA CHAFFEE

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, NEW MEXICO, COLORADO
I have been volunteering for Quilts of Valor since 2005, when my youngest son, Neil, deployed to Iraq and
then Afghanistan for another year. Neil is a career army aviator currently stationed at Andrews Joint base in
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Maryland. I started the Northwest Houston QOV Group with just one person (me) and that was it for awhile. Gradually I have recruited more and
more quilters so that we are now truly a "group". Being retired has given
me the opportunity to devote quality time to this worthy mission to cover
the men and women touched by war. In my quilting bee, I have been
tagged with the monitor "Scrappy Chaffee" as I collect and utilize scraps
from the quilt store that sponsors our monthly sewing days.
My father was a career naval officer so I was a navy brat growing up; our
family has lived in many places. I still enjoy traveling as I can always return
to Texas, my home state. Prior to retirement, my career was spent in public education as a Special Education teacher, Educational Diagnostician and Administrator. My husband and I are the parents of five adult
children; we have twelve grandchildren.
I am honored to have been chosen to be the Region 4 Coordinator. reg4@qovf.org

REGION FIVE - SARA KENNY

NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, KANSAS, IOWA
My involvement with QOV began in 2005 with a brochure received at the
Chicago quilt festival. The mission just spoke to me. My daughter was a
young 2LT in the Army at the time, and I just had to do something to honor
her and her colleagues. I was plugging along, making QOVs and pretty
much begging my friends to make QOVs too. Last summer, my friend, Julia
and I had the privilege of hosting QOV Across America when it came
through Lincoln, NE. Another friend is the communications director at the
International Quilt Study Center at the University of NE and she opened
the Center for the QOV Across America event; we had quilters from many surrounding states attend reception and bring over 100 quilts. In addition, Julia invited the Legion Patriot Riders to escort the QOV van.
All of the women in my small group worked to set up the reception, greet visitors and generally promote
QOV. The President of the Lincoln Quilt Guild was there and as a result, the Guild is supportive of QOV;
we have held a few workshops for QOV at the Center since last summer.
For the past 15 years, we have lived on a small farm outside Lincoln, NE. We have three children. Our
daughter is a CPT in the Army, a helicopter pilot, and is currently deployed in AFG. She also did a deployment in Iraq in 2007-2008. Her husband, also a CPT and pilot just returned from another deployment
in AFG. Our older son is a 1LT in the AF, a civil engineer. He returned from Iraq in April 2009 and is
slated to deploy to AFG this summer. He got married this past fall, and his wife is preparing to hold down
the home front once again. Our younger son is in his third year at West Point. So, yes, you read that
correctly--4 of the 5 of our children are in the military. I am not sure how this happened as neither my
husband nor I have military backgrounds. I recently retired from my full-time job and am now working as
part-time as I can--thus, leaving more time for quilting, gardening, knitting, farming, etc.....
I look forward to working with everyone on promoting the mission of QOV and encouraging more quilters
to get involved. reg5@qovf.org
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REGION SIX - DEB AND DUANE GRANGER

WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS, MICHIGAN, INDIANA, OHIO,
KENTUCKY, MINNESOTA
Greetings to all from your Region Six Coordinators! We live
in Hudsonville, a small town southwest of Grand Rapids, MI.
Deb was born and raised in Michigan, while I am a native
Minnesotan. We have three sons and a daughter. Two of our
sons are active duty Marines. Andy is an MP canine handler
and is based at Twentynine Palms, CA. Tim is a CH-53 (helicopter) engine mechanic and is based at
MCAS Miramar, CA. Andy has been to Iraq twice and Tim returned last August from a deployment with
the 13th MEU which included three months in Iraq.
We have a quilting business in which we specialize in military and patriotic quilts of various types and
other related products. We became quite involved with Quilts Of Valor last year after presenting QOV
quilts to Purple Heart recipients at the annual Marine Parent Conference. We then hooked up with the
Quilts Across America team in Tennessee, bringing all of Michigan's quilts with us. The only words to describe the Camp Lejeune experience are incredible, awesome and life changing. Deb and I were also involved with the QOV booth at the International Quilt Festival in Houston, TX last year.
We are really looking forward to working with all of our regional individuals and groups in supporting the
Quilts Of Valor mission. We have a huge task ahead of us, but with everyone working together and focusing on the mission great things are going to happen. reg6@qovf.org

So what is a Regional Coordinator?
In order for you to be able to take full advantage of the QOVF's new structure, it is imperative
to understand the function of Regional Coordinators. We are growing here in the Quilts of
Valor Foundation, and ask that you have patience as these roles evolve to the needs of our
foundation and community. To accommodate quilt requests and help our volunteer quilters, we
implemented a new volunteer program within the QOVF. We have found that communication
is one of the greatest challenges as we grow. Our answer is our new regional coordinators. To
call them new is a bit of a stretch because many of them have been hard at work for many
months and years. Though their roles may grow to the needs of their local area, generally their
main purpose is to try and help local groups when needed. This can cover idea generation and
brainstorming, group set up and even mentorship. They can answer questions on QOVF standards and policies. They can assist with cross-country trips and networking. They are your first
line of contact. They will be the closest resource you can access when you are looking for a
speaker or have an event to plan. They are easy to access: see what region your state falls into
and send a message to the email address provided. We are so happy that these amazing volunteers have agreed to assist all of us. They are all accomplished persons in their own right, and
they are all willing to help us as well as our service members and veterans. Please help us in
welcoming them to the team!
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REGION SEVEN - OPEN

MISSOURI, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA

REGION EIGHT - KATE AND JOHN MEYERS

FLORIDA, GEORGIA, SOUTH CAROLINA, NORTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE,
VIRGIN ISLANDS & PUERTO RICO
John and I are certainly very excited to be selected Regional
Coordinators. I have been an active Longarm quilter for
QOV for several years. Last June I was Chairperson for the
Tellico Village Quilters Challenge and the challenge I selected was Quilts of Valor. The guild embraced the idea and
the enthusiasm was incredible. They made 73 quilts which
went on display to over 200 people besides the quilters who
numbered 125. We had an Honor Guard, representatives
from our local state government from Nashville, a mayor,
congressmen, etc and the best of all, Catherine and Gail on
the way across America to Camp Lejeune. My husband, John, was the man behind the scenes throughout
the planning and hands on the day of the event. He is the Guru of the Computer, MegaMan, (helps to
have his Masters in computers.) He took care of the media releases....got 2 TV spots, invitations and everything, all and more that was asked of him.
We have worked together for several years. We had a business in for FL and sold it in 2004 to get away
from the hurricanes.........that 4th one was the deciding factor. Since living in TN in the Smokies, we have
become Sales and Service Representatives for American Professional Quilting Systems (APQS), further
pursuing my passion of Longarm quilting.
After the QOV Challenge, I couldn't just let go and return to my once a month quilt for QOV. So I started
a group The Peaceful Side of the Smokies Chapter of QOV in September 2009.
John and I are now speaking at various venues from other guilds from DAR to Disabled American Veterans. One of the guilds had a sew-in and are in the process of doing 10 tops. We have had 3 QOV groups
form since our talks began. The guild who had the Challenge still makes QOV every month to give to
some Military Service Person or Vet. We delivered 36 QOV to the John Quillan VA Hospital in Mountain
Home,TN in January 2010.
We are active and committed in what QOV represents and strongly feel a Quilt of Valor is a way of showing our gratitude for the sacrifice our men and women have endured. Our mission with the established
groups in our regional area is to determine what works for them and pass on those successful techniques to
other groups. Encourage others to start new groups and expand, keep the media more informed of what
we do, and cover as many of our deserving Military with a Quilt of Valor. reg8@qovf.org
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REGION NINE - OPEN

VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, DELAWARE

REGION TEN - BARBARA CHOJNACKI

NEW YORK, CONNECTICUT, RHODE ISLAND, MASSACHUSETTS, MAINE, VERMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
I've been quilting for over 25 years. I first heard about Quilts of Valor back when the organization was
called "Quilts for Soldiers". I was glued to the photos that were on the website back then; the faces of the
wounded warriors haunted me. I felt compelled to make a quilt, then another, then another... In the meantime I started my own quilt pattern company, Six Gables Designs. I now feel I'm part of the larger quilting
community, so when I discovered my region had no coordinator, I volunteered, hoping my contacts and experience as a quilter would enable me to attract more New England and New York quilters to take part.
reg10@qovf.org

DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF QUILTS OF VALOR FOUNDATION - ELLEN PATTON
ALL REGIONS
I am a Navy wife and Army Mom who has been quilting for several decades. For the last several years I have had a longarm business which has
been a perfect job because it moves with me as the Navy moves us around.
It was from one of my customers that I first learned about Quilts of Valor
and jumped right in! Amazing to think that that was only about 5 years
ago. Since November '09 I have been assigning destinations for your finished quilts, and I have thoroughly enjoyed doing the job as it has given me
a chance to meet so many of you.
I am honored to take the position of Deputy Director of the Quilts of Valor Foundation. In
this capacity, I oversee all areas dealing with the quilts. From getting more of them, to getting
them to the right destinations. I am lucky to work with an amazing team, including June, our
Longarm Coordinator, and also all the Regional Coordinators. My work with QOVF also
enables me to interact with all of our Points of Contact at the destination locations around
the world. It is through these men and women that I hear the wonderful stories about the
QOV recipients, many of which I have shared with you.
Please don't hesitate to drop me an e-mail if you have any questions about our destinations or
how you can help us find more quilters and more wounded. ellen@qovf.org
I look forward to "meeting" all of you, and together I know we will make a difference to all
those that have been touched by war!
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INTRODUCING THE QOVF
STAFF WRITER
JULIE LESLIE
Hello! I am a Marine Corps spouse who joined Quilts of Valor Foundation
in 2009. I graduated college with a bachelor’s degree from the University of
Missouri’s School of Journalism. You may know me as the press contact with
QOVF. I love writing and volunteering, and being involved with QOVF is a
great way to combine the two! I learned how to quilt from QOVF’s own
Catherine Snyder, and I love spending my free time working on new projects.
Right now I am researching baby quilts, as my husband and I are expecting
our first child. Currently I live in North Carolina, where my husband is stationed. I freelance for a magazine and volunteer with a spouse program on
base. I am very excited to be part of QOVF. I think it is important to thank
these servicemen and women for all of their contributions. I look forward to
helping bring awareness to our great foundation and providing as much information to our quilters and supporters as well. If you ever have a great
story idea, shoot it my way: press@qovf.org.

INTRODUCING THE QOVF
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
MICHELE VINBURY
I have been surrounded by quilts and quilt-making my entire life. My
mother filled the house with fabrics of every shade and description, her
"stash" gaining infamy as it quickly grew and spread to fill several bookshelves, creeping over table tops in her sewing room and inexplicably filling
the top shelves of all of our closets. The machines; feather weights and
Berninas, the needles, the scissors, the lingo - longarming, applique, fussy
cuts, log cabins and the tree of life. I have witnessed scraps of fabric, piled
high, waiting their turn to be inspected, measured, cut, transformed into
works of art - visually stunning, physically warming and emotionally uplifting. I still have the first quilt my grandmother gave me, a prized possession
through the years. Now, I cover my two children with quilted treasures from
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It is easy to say that quilts, in our family, hold an esteemed place.

As does public service. My mother spent several years in Latin America serving in the Peace Corps when
she graduated from college. This desire to give back was instilled in all of her children. I have volunteered
continuously since high school. These positions have ranged from work in domestic violence agencies and
rape crisis centers to running college voter registration drives, from answering suicide hotlines and collecting data for coastal bays projects to teaching inmates philosophy at medium security prisons.
My siblings felt a different call to duty, and chose service dedicated to protecting and defending our country; my brother, as an MP in the Army, and my sister, as an Ensign in the Navy. It was through my
brother's deployment to Iraq 7 years ago in Baghdad, that the war was humanized for me. There has not
been a day since, that I have not thought about our overseas service members; their dedication, bravery
and patriotism.
It is now my pleasure to return as the QOV Newsletter Editor (a position I held briefly before the birth of
my second child,) to combine my enthusiasm for volunteerism, my love of quilts, and my heartfelt appreciation for our courageous service men and women.
Please feel free to email me with your questions, thoughts, concerns, and of course, your articles!!
newsletter@qovf.org

All images and articles sent to Quilts of Valor Foundation become
property of Quilts of Valor Foundation. We are not responsible for the
return of items. Quilts of Valor Foundation does not necessarily share
the opinions and views shared in the articles and images in this
newsletter. Quilts of Valor Foundation reserves the right to edit and or
delete submissions to the newsletter. By submitting to this newsletter you
agree to these terms.
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Podcasts
Do you have a story to tell to our QOV
community? If you do, please contact
Catherine Roberts to arrange an interview.

QOV Foundation Podcast-Alycia’s Boys
In this podcast, I interview 3 boys ranging from 8-14
years old....Colby, Kordel and Jake. They have been
making QOVs with their mom, Alycia for 4 years at
their school in CO. As I edited the interview, I was
fascinated by what they had to say and how their answers seemed perfect for their age.

Newsletter
Send your articles to newsletter@qovf.org by
the 20th of the month for inclusion in
the next month’s edition (submit by May
20 for June 1st publication.)
We welcome any comments, suggestions, etc.
to newsletter@qovf.org.

I hope that you get as inspired and motivated as I did
listening to these young boys describe making and
awarding their very own QOVs to soldiers at Ft. Carson and then WWII veterans.
QOV Podcast Interview with Steve Wilson
Steve Wilson is retired Army. He now works in the
eastern Pennsylvania VAMC as a patient transition
advocate. He talks about his background, his warrior
patients and how working as a Point of Contact (POC)
for Quilts of Valor has impacted warriors, families
and his work.
QOV Podcast Interview with MB of Thangles
I have the pleasure of interviewing MB of Thangles If
you don't know what Thangles are, stay tuned. They
are sold worldwide and have made sewing half-square
triangles easy as pie. MB has also created a QOV pattern using Thangles which you can find on our site or
hers.
QOV Podcast Interview with Rev Liz Wold
Join me for my interview with Rev Liz Wold. She is an
interfaith minister, chaplain, red cross volunteer and
most importantly, a Gold and Blue star aunt. You will
be uplifted and inspired by her. You will also feel your
heartstrings being tugged.
View Catherine Roberts’ Podcasts at:
http://quiltsofvalor.libsyn.com/

Mission Statement
The mission of the QOV Foundation
is to cover ALL those servicemembers and veterans touched by war
with wartime quilts called Quilts of
Valor (QOVs).

This Foundation is

not about politics. It is about
people.

QOVF Website
Please be patient while we get our
new website up and running.
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Now Playing

Video Corner
Al Lind Demonstrates How He
Makes Quilt Blocks
for Quilts of Valor

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejQgDc-FYz4

QOVF Videocast Interview With
Bobby Woods, Director
Neil Ash USO, San Diego
& Ret. USMC

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_roQGlQfbtM

Interview With Quilts of Valor’s
Point of Contact, Mike Sloan
VP/Co-Founder
American Combat Veterans of War

QOV Unveiling Ceremony
With Ross Chitwood
at the Houston Quilt Festival
October 2009

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZpGY68N-Fw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onYJfAOdy9o

